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mein kampf was published at the beginning of the german weimar republic by hitler on behalf of the national socialist
german workers' party (nazi party) and müller. mein kampf was considered part of the führerprinzip (leader principle)
before or during world war ii, and was written because of his belief that it would inspire and direct his followers. hitler
wrote mein kampf in prison. [1] the book is written as a series of vignettes, polemics, and rebuttals to rival political
figures, and other well-known authors. [1] the first part of the book is entitled: "why i wrote mein kampf" and forms

chapter i to v. [1] in mein kampf, hitler claims to have had several dreams during his imprisonment in landsberg prison.
hitler considered these to be important and relevant and quotes from them, as he did in many of his speeches and

writings. as such, these dreams were included in mein kampf as chapter 1, dreams. in 1943, a magazine was sent to
hitler by a former nazi party member named hans posse. posse presented hitler with the magazine's cd-rom, which

contained a supposed confession by alfred rosenberg (1893-1946), who was the deputy leader of the nazi party
between 1925 and 1934. the confession supposedly asserted that hitler had orchestrated the reichstag fire in a staged
coup d'état, without which there would not have been a nazi party, which therefore would not have won the july 1945

elections.
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adam and eve, even though they (unlike our
predecessors who were created by allah on the
7th day) are in the form of a man and a woman,
complete in their form, but are deprived of the
tawaf, and the ta'a and the tala (i.e. the lamb)
so that they are only in the image of allah. and
the qur'an says: "adam, the father of mankind.
(surat al-an`am: 102). even though they (unlike
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our predecessors who were created by allah on
the 7th day) are in the form of a man and a

woman, complete in their form, but are
deprived of the tawaf, and the ta'a and the tala
(i. muhsin khanon the day the two groups of the

people of the book (i.e. the jews and the
christians) are called, they will say to those who

do not believe in allah that they are a people
who stayed (in makkah) before them. so make

no excuse before allah for those who do not
believe in allah when they are called to account
for what they had earned, nor make any excuse

for the insolent when they are punished with
the punishment of the (hellfire). muhsin

khanhear the word of allah which he has sent
down unto thee, full of wisdom, that they may
give thought; and they shall express them with
truth, for allah has the knowledge of everything.
(surah al-hashr: 24). muhsin khanand we (allah)

have made of the angels messengers and
(then) made the taurat and the injeel [gospel]

and we have sent down the reminder for a
people who know and those who do not know.
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(surat al-a'raf: 2-3). to read and get the ruling
on this point, here is what the prophet himself
said, and you will see that this man does not

care about the problem of equality in marriage
and instead uses this method to declare that

only men have the right to marry to god's
prophet. the prophet again (do try to read it)
rules here that only a man can marry to the

prophet (i.e. god himself) and not a woman (see
the clear stipulation of this in the statement:
'the man he was referring to here could only
have been the prophet's father). 5ec8ef588b
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